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There is a well-known problem in approximation theory as to whether 
or not every set in a Hilbert space that has the property that each point in 
the space has a unique nearest point in the set, is convex. This problem was 
first mentioned in Klee [ 11. 
We shall construct a subset S of the real inner product space E of all real 
sequences having at most a finite number of nonzero terms, with inner 
product (.Y, J) = C, X, I’,, where Y = (.x, , .x2, . ..). ~2 = ( ,I’, , J’~, . ..). and 
induced norm l/.xlI = v (s, x), / such that 
(1) S is closed and nonconvex; 
(2) each point in E has a unique nearest point in S; 
(3) S is not a sun; and 
(4) the metric projection is continuous. 
It is well known that if X is a finite dimensional Euclidean space and S is 
a subset of X such that each point in X has a unique nearest point in S, 
then S is a closed and convex set (Bunt [2]). Moreover, if X is a real 
Hilbert space and S is a boundedly compact subset of X having the unique 
nearest point property mentioned above, then S is convex (Vlaslov [3]). It 
should be noted that if S is a closed and convex set in a real Hilbert space, 
then S is a sun, the metric projection is continuous, and S is approximately 
compact. Indeed, each two of the above three statements are equivalent in 
a Hilbert space (Vlaslov [3]). There is a great deal of literature directly 
related to this problem and that so few are listed here is not intended to 
suggest that the other works are of any lesser significance or relevance. 
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For each positive integer n let 
E,, = {x: x E E, x,, d 0 and x, = 0 if i > n ), 
ET = {x: x E E, x,, > 0 and x, = 0 if i > n ) 
and E,, = En- u E,:. 
We can clearly identify E,, with Euclidean IZ dimensional space and shall, 
on occasion, write a point x in E,, as (x,, x>, . . . . x,). 
We shall proceed in three parts: the first part shall indicate the construc- 
tion and how it came about, the second will establish the statements made 
in part one, and the third part will provide the computations needed in 
part two. 
1. THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE SET S 
Let id,, d2, > be the standard orthonormal basis for E, i.e., for each 
positive integer n, d,, is that sequence in E for which each term is zero 
except the nth term, which is one. 
Step 0. Let S, = { - 4, ) and notice that each point in E,~ has a unique 
nearest point in the closed set S, (see Fig. 1). 
Step 1. We now have the task of constructing a closed nonconvex set 
S,, such that S, c S,, and also that each point in E, has a unique nearest 
point in S,. We know that S, cannot be a subset of E,, and hence shall 
construct S, as a subset of E, (see Fig. 2). 
Let us now select 24, as a point that we shall include in S, so that each 
point in E,, greater than or equal to one, has 24, as the unique nearest 
point, leaving us with only the segment (0, 1) to contend with. 
The problem now is to determine a subset S, of E, such that each point 
in E, has a unique nearest point in S, and such that S, c S,. To this end 
we start with the point f = Q and select a point P in the upper plane that is 
directly above Q and closer to Q than either -c++I, or 24, is to Q. We now 
have a point labeled R that is equidistant from both P and - 4,. This now 
requires that we find a point that is in the upper plane that is closer to R 
than either -4, or P. This rather unorganized process now suggests what 
is to be done (see Fig. 3). 
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FIGURE 2 
That is, we need to determine a function fi on the interval [ - 1, 21 
whose graph is the desired set. We do this in the following manner (see 
Fig. 4). 
What we shall do is determine a function f,, defined on the number 
interval [ - 1, 21, such that each point in [0, l] has a unique nearest point 
inf, To do this, suppose that there is such a functionf, . Let P = (x, f,(x)) 
be a point off, and consider the line normal to fi at P, which then has 
slope - l/“,(x) (assuming thatf, is differentiable). The equation of the line 
normal tof, at P is 
Y(r) = (- lrl(x))[It - -xl +f;(x) for - m<t<x 
and this line intersects E, at the point Q = (to, 0), i.e., when 
Define g, by g,(z) = f(z + 1) for - 1 6z 6 2 and note that g, is an 
increasing homeomorphism from [ - 1, 21 onto [0, 11. 
Let t,=g,(x)=f(x+ 1) and hence 
f,(X).f;(x)=f(x+ 1)-x=f(l -2x), 
from which it follows that 
(f':(x))' = 2(1 -2x)/3, 
or 
,fT(x) = f[x - x2] + constant. 
We require that f,( - 1) = 0, and thus 
f:(x)=$[2+x-x*] for -1 <x,<2 
FIGURE 3 
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i-‘,J: (x,0) (O.‘O) i I ,‘O) iZ,C! 
FIGUW 4 
and 
g,(s) = f(x + 1 ) for -1 <.u62 
One could notice that ,f’, is an ellipse. That the graph of,f, has the desired 
properties will be demonstrated later. The choice of g, was made on the 
basis of simplicity, but, as we shall see, it plays an important role in all that 
follows. 
Let us assume that f; has the desired properties, i.e., that each point in 
E, has a unique nearest point in the set S, which is the graph of,f;. By the 
wayf’, was constructed, it follows that each point in the region bounded by 
f; and E, has a unique nearest point in S, Since ,f’, is an ellipse it follows 
then that each point in E; has a unique nearest point in S,. Form the 
mirror image of the set S, with respect to E,. and designate this set as 
s, = ((A-. -,f’,(.u): -26.Yd 1;. 
The problem now is to find a set S2 in E, such that each point in Ez has 
a unique nearest point in S,, an d such that if a point Q in Ez has unique 
nearest point P in S,, then P is in S, and is the unique nearest point in S, 
to Q. To visualize the problem consider Figs. 5 and 6 and, in particular, 
their grey regions. 
What has been constructed so far is only the set S, and what is needed is 
the entire closed curve in E,, the grey region Y2, and the surface Sz. These 
E' 
2 
C 
'i' 
4ii3+ 
2 
-0, 0 24 
E2 5, 
FIGUKL 5 
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three are closely intertwined in the following sense. We need the surface S, 
to have the property that 
(1) Each normal line intersects the plane only in the region Y,, 
(2) no two normal lines intersect in the region contained by Sz and 
the region D in the plane, and 
(3) there is a homeomorphism G, of the region D in the plane onto 
the grey region Yz, such that if P is a point in the surface S, and x is the 
point in the subset D in the plane directly below P, then G, maps x onto 
the point of intersection of the grey region Y, and the line normal to S, 
at P. 
What we shall show is that the point P in S, is the unique nearest point 
in S, to the point G,(.x) in Yz, and also to each point in the line interval 
[G,(x), PI. 
To set matters on a firmer footing, what we need to determine is a 
function F defined on the closure of a convex region D in the plane, where 
S, forms part of the boundary of D, and from this function, a pair of 
functions g,,, and g2,2 each from the region D to the numbers which are 
determined by the function F in the following manner: 
Let G2 = LY,,~, g2., ), which then is a function from the region D into the 
plane. 
A point P in S, has coordinates (x, y, - F(x, JJ)) and the point of inter- 
section of the line normal to S, at P and the plane, is the point G,(x, ~1) = 
(g,,*(-G Y), g2,2(-% Y)). 
The conditions that we need to impose on F are that 
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(1) F2 be differentiable (except at those points of F that are in the 
plane 1, 
(2) F(x, -,I;(x))=O for -1 <x<2, 
(3) the function G, be a homeomorphism of the entire region D in 
the plane onto the grey region Y,, and 
(4) F(x, a(x)f;(x)) = 0 for ~ 1 6-u d 2 where a is the function on 
[ - 1, 21 that, when multiplied by f, determines the upper boundary of the 
region in the plane. 
Here is the last figure to assist in following the example, and in par- 
ticular to see that the set S is not a sum (Fig. 7). Perhaps it is worth noting 
that some of the ideas that led to this example are to be found in Johnson 
[4]. A summary of much that has been done in the finite dimensional case 
can be found in Kelly [IS]. 
The above should be understood in order to follow in a geometric way, 
the many computations that are to follow, as well as to gain a feeling for 
what the set S that we shall construct “looks” like. If an understanding is 
had at this point, then one should sense that the final set S, which contains 
the set S,, is not a sun. It is interesting to note that if a Hilbert space con- 
tains a nonconvex Chebyshev set, then it contains one whose complement 
is bounded and convex (Asplund [6]). 
We now begin. What occurs first are the technical statements that are to 
be established and then, using these statements, the proofs of the assertions 
made in the beginning paragraphs. 
Let us define the following: 
a, = 2, A,= 1, 
F,, = 1, L,= 1, 
d, = {x,: -F,<x, <aoF,) 
D,= (x,/$,:x,E~,}, 
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h,(Y)=xl for y=x,f$,~D,, 
-h(xl)=%FZ++ a,-l)F,x,-x;:x,Ed,, 
q?(X1)=2~,(x,)l[I%+ 11: Xl Ed,, 
S,={x,~,-F,(x,)~,:x,~d,} 
g,,,(X,)=X,+[(a”--)F”-2?c,]/[a,+11:.~,Ed,, 
G,(Y) = g,.,(h,(Y)) 41: Y ED,, 
Y, = image of D, under G,, 
I, = bounded region determined by S, and D, 
STATEMENT 1 (see Fig. 8). 1 .l. D, is a bounded, closed and convex set. 
1.2. D, GE,. 
1.3. G, is a homeomorphism. 
1.4. -I, is convex. 
1.5. Each point Q in Y, has a unique nearest point P in S,, and each 
point in S, is the unique nearest point in S, for some point in Y,. 
1.6. Each point in E; has a unique nearest point in S,. 
1.7. &ES,. 
1.8. If W is in E; and P is the unique nearest point in S, to W, then P 
is in S, to W. 
In what follows we shall use the following notation: 
D;F(x,, . . . . x,,) = g (x,, . . . . x,,) ldidn 
I 
and 
d2F 
D,,iF(x,, . . . . x,,) = - 
ax, ax, t-u ” “” x,7) 
1 d i, j 6 n. 
P(L) 1 
P(R) 
FIGUKE 8 
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Step 2. We now have the task of constructing a closed and nonconvex 
set S, such that S, s Sz, and each point in E2 has a unique nearest point 
in Sz. 
Let A, be a positive number to be chosen later and 
+ [I2u,(x,) + (a,(-y,) - 1) -~*lF,(,~,)l 
xlK,.,(-~,)-s,li[a,(x,)+1l:(.u,,s*)Ed~, 
g,.,(s,,-Y~)=x,+ [(a, - l)F,(.~,)-2s,]l[u,(.~,)+ 11: (x,,.u,)~d~, 
G2(y)= g2.,(h2(.v)) 4, + ~~,~(h~(.v)) &: for each .v=xl~, +x2&~ D2, 
Yz = image of D2 under Gz, 
I2 = bounded region determined by S2 and Dz, 
JG, = ID, g2.,/, and 
T,(l;, , h2, x,, x2) = i h,D,,,F2(x,, x2) 
,=I 
+ 2 1 hh,D,.,FJx,, x2): (x,, x2) E d, 
I< I 
and 
,r,,,(,~, , XI) = x2 + &e?;(x,, x2)/2. 
STATEMENT 2. There is u positive number A: such that if’ A: > A, > 0, 
then 
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2.1. D, is a bounded, closed, and convex set; 
2.2. Dz E E2 ; 
2.3. G, is a homeomorphism; 
2.4. I2 is convex; 
2.5. each point Q in Y, has a unique nearest point P in Sz, and euch 
point in S, is the unique nearest point in S2 ,for some point in Yz; 
2.6. each point in E, has a unique nearest point in Sz; 
2.7. S, E S2; 
2.8. if W is in E, and P is the unique neurest point in S, to W, then 
P is in S, and is the unique nearest point in S, to W; 
2.9. F;(x,. x2) T-,(/i,. j,, x,, x2) 
d - Ef_, ~~,CR*.,(-~, 3 x2) --~,ll’ 
- [fi(x,, x2) 3 ‘1 cf=, t?f: (Y, , x2) E dz; and 
2.10. JGz = [n:=, L,] J,, Mhere J, is positive on D,. 
Let us now suppose that we have proceeded for n steps. 
Step II + 1. Let A,, be a positive number and 
u,,(x,. . . . . s,,) = 1 + A,,L,,(x,, . . . . x,,): (x,, . . . . x,,) E d,,, 
d ,I+I={(.~,,.“,X,,+,):(.~,,“‘,-Y,)E(I’,,, 
-FLY, 1 “‘2 -Y,) G -y,, l , d a,,F,,(-u, , . . . . B,,) ), 
i 
r,+ I 
D n+,= 1 .~,~,:(.y,,...,-y,,+,I)~d,,+, T 
,= I i 
For 1 bi<n-t 1, 
h ,~+,.I(J~)=.~,:L’ED,,+I, 
h,, + I(Y) = (h n+,.,b)> ...> h ,I+ I,,,+,(Y)): L’ED~+I, 
L,, + 1(-y I > “‘1 x,, + I 1 
= a,,J%, , . . . . -x,,) + (4, - 1 1 F,,(x, 7 “‘3 ,y,,) I,, + I 
-.y~+I:(~,,...,x,,+,)~d,,+ ,, 
f?!* I(X 1 > .“. -x,1 + 1 1 
= 2L,, + I (x1 > .‘.1 -y, + 1 )/Cd-~, 5 . ..> x,,) + 11: (x, , . . . . .x,, t ,I E 4 + , , 
n+l 
S n+~= 1 X,~~-F,,+I(X,,...,X,+,)~,,+~:(.~~,...,X,,+,)E~,,+, 
I= I 
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g,z + 13 + 1 - I ) .-.2 (u Xl, + 1) 
= -x,, + I + [(a,, - 1) FJ,Y,, “‘> x,,) - 2x,,+ ,I/[%(*~, ...> x,,) + 11: 
(-Y,.“‘.-~,,+,)Ed,,+,, 
r,+ I
Gn+I(Y)= c g,l+l.,(h,,+I(L’))~,:?:ED,,+l, 
,=I 
Y ,I+ 1 = image of D,, + , under G, + , , 
I ,) + , = bounded region determined by S,, + , and D,, + , , 
JG ,I+ I = lD,g,,+ Jr 
T,,+,h . . . . fi ,I + 1) -XI ) “.3 -yn 6 I ) 
Hf I 
= ,c, 
&V’,,+ It-x, > ...> -y,,+ 1) 
,r+ I 
+2 1 ~,~,D~,IF,,+,(xr,...,.~,,+I):(,~l,...r~,l, l)~4,+I. 
,=-I 
STATEMENT n + 1. There is a positive number A,* > 0 such that if 
A,T>A,,>O, then 
n+ 1.1. D,?+, is bounded, closed, and convex set; 
n+ 1.2. D,,+,LE,,+~; 
n + 1.3. G,,+ I is a homeomorphism; 
n + 1.4. each point Q in Y,l+, has u unique nearest point P in S,, + 1, 
and each point in S,, + , is the unique nearest point in S, + , for some point in 
Y . tz+lr 
n + 1.5. I,,+ I is convex; 
n + 1.6. euch point in E,, + z has u unique nearest point in S,, , ; 
n+ 1.7. S,,5S,,+l; 
n + 1.8. if W is in E,; and P is the unique nearest point in S, + , to W, 
then P is in S,, und is the unique nearest point in S,, to WI 
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n+l.9. ~;l+,(x,,...,x,+l)T,+,(~,,...r~n+l,.~I,...,Xn+l) 
n i- I 
6 - C ~iCgn+I,i(xl,...,x,+I)-x,l 2 
i r-l 
,I + 1 
- [C+,(x,, . ..) xn+,) 3-“] c p: 
r-l 
n + 1.10. JG,, + , = (n:=, Lj) J,, + i, where J,, + , is positive on D,, + , 
Let us sum up what we have thus far. If A,, A,, . . . is a positive number 
sequence such that statement n is true for every positive integer n, then S = 
UT:, Sj is a nonconvex subset of E. Moreover, if W is a point in E, then 
there is a positive integer n such that W is in E, and a unique nearest point 
P in S,, to W. This point P is then the unique nearest point in S to W; 
moreover, if W is not in S, then W cannot be a limit point of S and hence 
S is closed. 
To show that the metric projection P is continuous, consider a point y in 
Y and a point sequence { yi) I in Y which converges to J. Associated with 
each J-, is the point P(y,) in S, and associated with ~1 is the point P(y). 
Notice that if z is in Y and P(z) is in E,, then G,+,(P(z)) =z for each 
positive integer k. 
For .Y= (x,, x2, . . . . x,,) and k a positive integer define 
cx’k = i 
(.K,, -x2, ..‘, Xk) if k<n 
(X,) x*, . ..) xn, . ..) Xk) if k 3 n where each of .y,, + , , . . . . .xk is 0. 
Notice that if y = ()‘,,,J, . . . . y,,,,) and k is a nonnegative integer, then 
i CYrlnfkL converges to y, and since Gn+k + , is a homeomorphism the 
point sequence { P[ y,]” +” }, converges to P(y). Moreover, for each i, the 
point sequence {P[Y~]~+~}~ converges to P(y,). Thus we have that 
{ P( y,) }, converges coordinatewise to P(y). 
It is clear that 
and since lim, _ ~ ~~=~?itfollows thatlim,,, li4’-P(y,)l/=I/~-P(~)//. 
Recall that (P( y,)} I converges coordinatewise to P(Y) which, when 
coupled with the above, implies that { P(Y,)}~ converges to P(y). Thus P is 
continuous on Y. 
If x is a point in D = t,J Di, then x is in a unique interval [v, P(y)], 
where y is in Y and P(y) is the unique nearest point in S to y. Recall that 
P(x) = P(y) and, since P is continuous at I’, it follows that P is continuous 
at x. 
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To show that S is not a sun consider Fig. 7 and in particular the point 
indicated by Q. Notice that each point that is past Q in the order from 
P(Q) to Q, in the half ray starting from P(Q) and containing the point Q, 
does not have Z’(Q) as a unique nearest point in S. Hence S is not a sun. 
If one recalls the result of Asplund about complements, and considers 
the set S’ = IJ I, and the closure S” of S’, then one can see a closed convex 
set whose boundary is S, thus the complement of S’ is a closed nonconvex 
set having the property that each point in E has a unique nearest point in it 
and whose complement is convex. By a careful selection of the (A,), 
sequence, it is possible to show that S’ is bounded. If we are allowed to 
digress further, then we may also notice the possibility of having many 
pairwise disjoint copies of S’ dispersed throughout the space, and then for- 
ming the complement to have a rather spongy set with the property that 
each point in the space has a unique nearest point in the sponge. 
2. PROOFS OF STATEMENTS 
Stutemmt I. Substatements 1.1 and 1.2 are obviously true. 
Substatement 1.3. For -1 d.u,62, g,,,(s,)=(l +x,)/3 and henceg,,, 
is a homeomorphism of [ - 1, 21 onto [0, 1 ] from which it follows that 6, 
is a homeomorphism of D, onto Y, 
Substatement 1.4. It is sufficient to observe that D,,,F,(.u,) ~0 for 
- 1 < .Y < 2 and thus F, is concave from which it follows that I, is convex. 
Substatement 1.5. For each point Q in Y, there is a unique point M in 
D, such that G,(M)=Q=z,d,. Let h,(M)=x,, P=x,d, -F,(x,)d,, and 
P’ = s’, 4, - F, (x’, ) dz, where x’, is a number in d, distinct from X, 
We shall show that 
I/P-Qll < IIf’-Qll 
A straightforward calculation shows that 
~~P'-Q~I"-~~P-Q~I'=(~Y;~~,)'+F;?(~;)-(~,~~,)~-~(.Y,). 
There is a number c in d, such that 
F:(-x’, I= c(x, ) + D, F-f(x, )(x; - s,) + D,,, F:(c)(x; - .~,)~/2. 
Combining this with D,q(.\-,)=2(1 -2x,)/3 and D,,,pi(~.)= -$ we have 
that 
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Recall that z, = g,,,(x,)= (1 +x,)/3 and observe that 
(~K;-z,)2=(~K;-x,)2+2(x;-x,)(.K,~z,)+(x,-z,)2, 
from which it follows that 
and hence ilP’-Qli”> liP-Ql12. 
Substatement 1.6. If W is in E;- and W is not in I,, then W has a uni- 
que nearest point in S, If W is in I,, then there is a point Q in Y, and a 
point P in S, such that P is the unique nearest point in S, to Q and W is in 
the interval [Q, P]. Let C be the ball centered at W with radius IIP- WIl. 
If C contains a point of S, distinct from P, then such a point would be 
closer to Q than P is to Q which is a contradiction. Hence P is the unique 
nearest point in S, to W. 
Substatements 1.7 and 1.8 are obviously true. 
Sfufement 2. Substatement 2.1. Clearly D, is closed and bounded 
and dz =((.x,,.Y~): r,~d~, -F,(.u,)d~~60~ is closed and convex 
since I, is convex; let d;~= [(.x,..Y~): s,~d,, O<x2<a,F,(.u,)}. A 
straightforward calculation shows that 
D,,,m,F,(x,)= [-l/F:][l +A,F:(4L,-9/2)](~,) for -F,,<.x, <u,F,, 
and hence there is a number A’, > 0 such that if A’, > A, > 0, then 
D,,,u,F,(x,)<O for -F,,<s,<a,F,, from which it. follows that d+ is 
convex. Also d, = d’ u d,, dz n dim = {(x,, 0): x, EU’, ), the projection of 
d: onto d, is the projection of d; onto d, is d,, and thus d, is closed and 
convex from which it follows that D2 is a convex, closed, and bounded set. 
Substatement 2.2 is clearly true. 
Substatement 2.3. We shall employ Lemma A which is found in 
Section 3. Let us first show that G, is reversible, i.e., invertible, on the 
boundary of D,. 
If .y2 = -F,(x,) for .K, in d,, then 
&72.,(-~,, -F,(x,))= ‘Y,,,(*~,) 
and 
g,.,(.x, 1 -F,(x,))=O. 
Therefore if x2= -F,(x,), Gz=G, and hence is reversible. If x~=u,F,(.x,) 
for .x, in d, , then 
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Moreover, 
gi,1(x,,a,F,(x,)= 1/3+A,((l-2x,)2-2L,(x,)) 
and hence there is a number A ;’ > 0 such that if A ;’ > A, > 0 then 
119 < &,(.~,, ULF,(X,)) < l/2 for I, in d,. 
Notice also that g,,?(.y,, a,F,(x,)) 30 for any A, > 0 and finally that 
and 
g2.,(2, Q,F,V)) = 1. 
Thus we have that there is a number A;’ > 0 such that if A ;’ > A, > 0, 
then G, restricted to the boundary of D, is invertible. 
Let us now show that G, has a local inverse at each interior point of Dz 
(considered as a subset of a two-dimensional space). 
Since D2g2., = D, gz,z it follows that JG,, the Jacobian of G,, is 
D, g2.1 D2 g,,, - (D, g2,,)2. In Section 3 we shall show that there is a num- 
ber A > 0 such that if A > A, > 0, then 1 JG,I > 0 on the interior of D2 and 
hence G, has a local inverse at each interior point of Dz. 
Thus the hypothesis of Lemma A is satisfied and hence G2 is a 
homeomorphism of D, onto Y,. 
Substatement 2.4. To show that the region bounded by S, and Dz is 
convex it is sufficient to show that F, is concave, i.e., 
Let x = (x,, .y2) and h = (fi,, fi,). There are points c and c’ between x and 
x + h and .Y and x ~ h, respectively, such that 
Fz(x + h) = F,(x) + t h,D,F,(x) + f hfD,,,F,(c)/2 
/ I r=l 
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and 
F,(x - L) = F,(x) - i &D;&(x) + 2 h;Di,iF,(c’)/2 
i= 1 i= I 
+ i: A,LjDi,,F*(c’). 
icj 
Using the above we have that 
2[F,(x+Q+F,(x-/i-2&(x)]= i: i;Di,;F,(c) 
i= I 
+2 i fiihfDj,,F2(c) 
I</ 
+ f hfD,,,F,(c’) 
,=I 
+ 2 i hih,D,,,FFJC’). 
I< i 
Let 
T*(L, c) = ; RfD,,;F,(c) + 2 2 @,D,,,F,(c) 
,=l r<; 
for c in the interior of d, and fi such that c + fi is in the interior of d,. 
If we can show that T,(& C) < 0, then the result is established. For 1 d i, 
j< 2, 
D;..,Fz = (D,,,G)/2& - (D,F:)(D,F:)I4G 
Using this we then have that 
T*(L, c) F;(c) = ~ ; hjDiFgC)/2 
> 
2 
,=I 
+ly(c) i hfD,,,tgc)/2+2 i &h,D,,,P~(C)/2 . 
( I=1 I< I > 
Let 
t,(h, c)= i i;fD,,$7(c)/2+2 i h,h,D,,e(c)/2, 
,=I I<, 
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and recall that for 1 < i, j d 2, 
D;F$c)/2 = g*Jc) - c,, 
~,,,~(:(c)/2 = Dig2.i(c) - l 
and ifj#i, 
Thus 
Di,,q(c)/2 = D, g2. jCc). 
t&4, c)= t hf(D,g,,,(c)- 1) +2 f R@,g,,,(c) 
,= I I</ 
= - i &l -D,R*,,(C)) 
,=I 
I 2 
+ 1 c w@,g2,,(c.) 
r=l /==I+1 
and 
z-,(/G, c) F;(c) = G(c) t&, c) - ( f Lj[g,,i(c) ~c,]12. 
Hence if we can 
From Lemma 
\,= I / 
show that f2(k c) 60 we will have that T2(&, c) ~0. 
I we have that f2(k c) 6 -+(A: + &) and hence 
F:(c) T2(~, c)~ - ~ ~i[g,,j(C)-C;] 
c 
2 
,=I 
- [F:(c)/31 2 hf 
,= I 
from which it follows that T,(& c) 6 0. 
Substatement 2.5. If Q is in Y,, then there is a unique point y in D, 
such that G,(y) = Q and if h2(y) = (x,, .x1), then 
Let 
Q=~~,,(xI> x2) CPI + g,.,(x,, x2) cp2, 
P=x,qo, +%cp2-~2(x,~~*)cp3 
and P’=x’, ‘p, +x;(P~ -F2(x;, xi) (p3 where (x’,, xi) is in d, and distinct 
from (x,, x2). We shall show that 
II-Ql12< lip’-Ql12 
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0-c (g2,l(x,? 2)-x;Y+ k2,2(x,, 2)-X;)2+F;(.Yy;, x;, 
- k2,,(X,? x2) -x1 1' - (g,,,(x, > x2) - x2Y - Mx, 3 x2). 
Note that for 1 < i 6 2, 
(4 - g&1 3 x2)J2 = (xl -x,)2 + 2(x: -x,)(x, - g2,,(x1, x2)) 
+ (-Xi - g,.,(x, > *Q))2 
and 
Using the above we then have that 
IIP’-Qll’-IIP-Qll’=F,Z(x;, x-;)+ ; (x:-x,)2 
I= I 
There is a number t in (0, 1) such that 
E-,2(x;) xi) = Ff(x, ) x2) + i (xi - x,) D,F,2(X,) x*) 
r=l 
+ i: (x: -x,)2 Qpqc)/2 
,=I 
+ i (XI -x,)(x; -x,) D,,,lq(c), 
I</ 
where c = (x, + t(x’, - x,), x2 + t(x; -x2)) and notice that c is interior 
to 4. 
Let A, = xi -x, for i = 1,2, then we have 
However from Lemma J we have that 
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from which it follows that 
llp’-Ql12> IIf’-Qli’. 
Substatement 2.6. If W is in ET and W is not in I,, then W has a 
unique nearest point in S,. If W is in I,, then there is a point Q in Y, and 
a point P in S, such that W is in the interval [Q, P] and P is the unique 
nearest point in S, to Q. Let C be the ball centered at W with radius 
(1 W- PI\. If C contains a point of S2 distinct from P, then P is not the 
unique nearest point in S, to Q which is a contradiction, hence P is the 
unique nearest point in S, to W. 
Substatement 2.7 is clearly true. 
Substatement 2.8. If W is in E,- and P is the unique nearest point in S, 
to W, then P is in E? because I2 is convex. Hence P is in the boundary of 
Dz and hence in S, because I1 is convex and D, is convex. Therefore the 
unique nearest point to Win S, is in S, and is the unique nearest point in 
s, to w. 
Substatement 2.9 is contained in the argument given for sub- 
statement 2.4. 
Substatement 2.10. Recall that 
JG, = DI gz.1 D, g2.2 - (01 gd2. 
From Lemma G, JG? = L,L, I( 1, 2, 1) and there is a number 2, > 0 such 
that if A,>A>>O, then I(l,2, 1) is positive on d,. If J,=l(l,2, I), then 
JG,(x) 3 L,(x) J,(x) and J,(x) > 0 for x in D,. 
Suppose that we have determined positive numbers A,*, A,*, . . . . AX- , 
such that if A” >A,>0 for i= 1, 2, . . . . n - 1 then statements 1 through n 
are correct. 
Statement n + 1. Substatement n + 1.1. The set D,, + i is clearly closed 
and bounded. The set 
d,;+, = {l-x ,, . . . . x,,+ ,): (xl, . . . . x,)~d,,, --FAX,, . . . . x,,)<x,+ 1~0) 
is closed and convex. Hence consider the set 
d,:+, = {l-y,, ,x,,+,): (xl, . . . . q,)cd,,,O<x,+~ <anFAx,, . . . . x,,). 
If we can show that a,F, is concave, i.e., 
2a,,F,,(x)3a,F,(x+~)+a,F,(x-~), 
where x = (x ,, . . . . .x~), h = (hl, . . . . A,), and each of x, x+ h, and x- fi is in 
the interior of d,, then d,f+, is convex. 
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There are points c and c’ between x and x + h, and x and x-k respec- 
tively, such that 
and 
+ i &LO,,(W 
,=I 
+ f I;,h, D,,,u, F,Jd) 
I</ 
and thus we have that 
u,z F,,(x + fi) + a, F,,(x - fi) - 24 F,,(x) = [ &(I;, c) + I’,,( -h, c’)]/2, 
where 
V,,(h, C) = i hfD,p,F,Jc) + 2 i &~,DJz,F,,(c). 
,=I I< I 
If we can show that 0 > V,(h, c) when c is in the interior of d,, then we will 
have that u,F,, is concave on d,,. 
A series of computations and the definition of T,(h, c) yields 
V,(I;, c) = u,(c) T,,(h, c) 
+A, F,(c) i h;D&,(c)+2 i ~,~,&,L,(c) 
i [ i=l i < j 1 
+ 2 i &W,(4NW’n(c)) 
i= 1 
+2 f ‘i~jC(DjL,(C))(DiF,(c)) + (DtLe(c))(D~Fn(c))I 
rcj 
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In Lemmas E and F it is shown that there is a number B,, > 0 such that 
if 1 6 i, ,j< n, and I’ is in the interior of d,,, then 
and 
Using the above we have that 
I’,,(& c) <u,(c) Z-J&, c) + A,, B,, 2 r4f + 2 f Ih,h,l 
,=I I<, I 
+ 2B,, f @F,,(c)+ 2B,, i l&h,] 2/F,,(c) ; 
1-l I</ 
K,(fi> ~1 F,?(c) d u,,(c) L(h, cl F;(c) 
+ A,,B,,F,Z(c) {Ci(.) (,‘-, ,h)2 +2B,, (,i, lh!,)‘l. 
Using our bound for T,(L, c) F:(c), we then have that 
Ufi, ~1 F:(c) d -u,,(c) i h,(g,,.,(c) - c,) 
1 
2 
r-l 
There is a number A:,>0 such that if A:,>A,,>O, then 
nA,, B,,(F,t(c) + 2B,,) -u,,(c) 3 --‘I < 3- “12 and hence 
K,(k L’) F,~L.) < -u,,(c) i hg,,.,(c) - c,) 1 
2 
r=l 
’ ,I 
- [F;(c) 3 “,/2] c 6; t 1 
) 
?=I 
from which it follows that Y,Jfi, C) 60 on the interior of d,, +. i. Since 
d ,,+I = d,:, , u dim+ , and d,:, , n d, + i = d,,, the projection of cl,:+, onto d,, is 
the projection of ci,r,, onto d,, is d,,, it follows that D,, +, is a bounded. 
closed, and convex set. 
Substatement n + 1.2 is clearly true. 
Substatement IZ + 1.3. We shall use Lemma A as found in Section 3. 
Let us first show that G,,+ , restricted to the boundary of D,,+ , is reversible. 
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If (xi, . . . . x,,) is in d,, h,(x) = (x,, . . . . x,,), x,+, = -F,,(x,, . . . . x,), and 
h,, l(Y) = ix,, ..., x,, x ,2 + ,), then G,, i(y) = G,(x) and thus G, + , is inver- 
tible on that subset of the boundary of D, + , that is homeomorphic under 
h n+l to 
d~+I={(x,,...,x,+,):(x,,...,x,,)Ed,, -F,(xl,...,x,)~x,+,~O}. 
If x and y are such that h,,(x) = (x1, . . . . x,,) is in d,, and h,, ,(v) = 
(h(x), a,J,,M.~))), then 
G,,+,(Y)= i {-~;+F,2(h,I(x))Dia,,(h,(x))+a,,(h,,(x))Cg,,,,(h,~(x))-x,l} d, 
,=I 
+ l%(MX)) - 11 snub,) dn+ I
For 1 <i<n let 
k,,,,(k,(,~)) = ~,S(k,(~~)) D,L,,(k,(-~)) + L,,(h,,(.~))Cg,,,,(h,,(x)) - x,1, 
L,,(~n(x)) = g,,,;(M-~)) + A,,k,,,,(kl(-~))> 
and 
then 
G,,+,(v) = H,,(k(-~1) + (a,(h,(x)) - 1) F,,(k,b)) (P,,+ 1. 
Notice that if (x,, . . . . x,) is in the boundary of d,,, then L,,(x,, . . . . x,,) = 0 
and hence F,,(xi, . . . . x,,) = 0 and thus k,.,(x,, . . . . x,) =O, from which it 
follows that H, is reversible on the boundary of d,,. 
We shall now show that there is a number A,: >O such that if 
A,: > A,, > 0, then JH,, the Jacobian of H,, is nonzero on the interior of d,,: 
JH,, = WD, g,,,., + AnDik,.,) 1 di, .i<n, 
=o ;I JG,,+nfA;, D(n, f) + A;JK,, I=1 
where JK, is the Jacobian of K,, =x;= i k,,,cp,, and D(n, t) is a determinant 
having exactly t rows of the form D, g,,, and n - t rows of the form D;k,,,. 
Recall that 
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where J, is positive on D and also note that 
JK,= 1 fD,k,,,D,k,,,j,...D,k “x/n’ 
(ii,--. lnl 
where the sum is over all permutations (j,, . . . . j,) of (1, . . . . n), and finally 
that 
where m,, = 2/(a,, , + 1) and 
C(k .i,, n) = C(D,m,)(D,,L,) + m,D,(D,J,,)lW) 
+ (D,,m,)(D,L) + W,P) Di(D,(m,,) 
which is bounded on d,. 
From Lemma C, for 1 6 i < n, 
DA = J-L I B(i, n), 
where B(i, n) is bounded on d,,. Hence 
n DA.,, = n C(W) m,, dm B(i, n) B(j,, n) + LW, jr, 41. 
r=l ,= I 
In the proof of Lemma E it is shown that for 1 < i, j, d n 
where D(i, j,, n) = A(n, i) A(n, j,) is bounded on d,,. For 1 < i, j, < n let 
E(i, j,,n)=$m,B(i,n)B(ji,n)+C(i, j,,n)D(i, j,,n). 
Then Dik,,,, = J’G E(i, j,, n) and 
fi Dikn,li= fi dz E(i, i,, n) 
,=I I= I 
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where E(j,, j2, . . . . j,) = n;=, E(i, ji, n), from which it follows that 
n-- I 
IJKI GE(n) n L;, 
i= I 
Let us now consider D(n, t), 1 < t 6 n - 1: 
where H, ,, = g, ..,, or k, Jl. 
From Lemmas E and F, for 1 < i, j; < n, 
Dige,,,=JL, lL,,rIB(i,n, j,), 
where B(i, n, j,) is bounded on d,, and thus for 1 < i, j, < n, 
where H( i, j,, n) is bounded on d,,. Therefore, 
II- 1 
ID(n> f)l < n L; H(n, t), i ! r==l 
where H(n, t) is bounded on d,,. 
Combining all of the above we have then that 
II- I 
JH, = JG, + 2 A: : D(n, t) + AZJK,, 
1-I 0 
~(~~~L;)LJ..-‘~~:(I:)A.,H(n.fi,-A:t(n)], 
where J,, is positive on d,,. Hence there is a number A,: > 0 such that if 
Ai>A,,>O, then 
?,-I n 
Jn- 2 0 
AL IH(n, t)l -A;E(n)>O 
r=1 t 
on d,, and thus JH, > 0 on the interior of d,, since n::,l L, is positive on 
the interior of d,. Thus we have that H, is invertible on the boundary of d,, 
and has a local inverse at each interior point of d,. Hence using Lemma A, 
H, is a homeomorphism on d,, and thus G,, + I is invertible on the boundary 
ofD,,+,. 
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We need to show that G,, , has a local inverse at each point of the 
interior of D, + 1. To show this we shall show that JG,, + , , the Jacobian of 
G ,, + 1, is not zero on the interior of D,, + 1. 
For this portion we shall adopt the following notation: 
Thus we have that 
JG ,,+ , = det(46 n + 1, .A) 
and, recalling that d(i, n, ,j) = d(j, n, i), we expand along the main diagonal 
to find that 
PI + 1 
JG II t 1 =((n+l)!/2) n d(i,n+l,i) 
,=I 
-(n.-l)! i “f &( 
t1 + I 
u,n+~,v) 11 d(kn+w 
r= 1 u=v+ I k-l 
1 i I,.,’ 
=d(n+l,n+l,n+l)[(n-l)!] (n(rz+1)/2) fi d(i,n+l,i) 
I ,= I 
i (d’(n+ 1,/l+ 1, r)/d(n+ 1, rz+l,n+l)) if 4i+z+l,k)/ 
I’- I kc, 
h f I' 
Notice that 
d(n + 1, n + 1, Iz + 1 ) = A,,L,,/(u,, + I ), 
which is positive on the interior of d,,+ , , and that 
[(n(n + l)j2)] r’r d(k, II + 1, k) 
k=l 
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= n ,il, d(k, n + 1, k) + “x’ i fi d(k, n + 1, k) 
1v=I u=1+1 k=I 
-d2(u,n+1,u) fi d(k,n+l,k) 1 
= n k$, d(k, n + 1, k) + “c’ - i 
?+I r,=r+ I L 
fi d(k,n+l,k) 
k=I I 
k f u,, 
x [dtu, n + 1, U) d(~, n + 1, 0) - d’b, n + 1, 241. 
We now have that 
K(n+l)=n fi d(k.n+l,k)+“~’ ‘jf’ [ fi d(k,,~+l,&j 
A==1 I=’ u--i’+l h-l 
k + ii.1 
x[ci(u,nel,u)ci(~,n+l.v)-d2(U,,+l,,,)] 
-,,~,[~~(.+l;n+l.ti)/din+l.n+l,n+l)J fi d(k,n+l,k) 
A:1 
Air 
= ‘i’ f [ fi d(k,n+l,k)] 
r = 1 I‘ = r + I k=l 
A #U,l 
x[d(u,n+l,U)d(v,n+l,v)-d’(u,n+l,v)] 
+ i fi d(k,n-tl,k) 
L 1 
[d( u, n + 1, 0) d(n + 1, II + 1, n + I ) 
1’ = 1 k=, 
kit 
- d’(n t 1, n + 1, l;)]/d(n + I, n -t 1, n + 1). 
From Lemmas F and G we have that there is a number 4::’ > 0 such that if 
.41:’ > A,, > 0, then D,, g,, + ,,Jr g,,+ ,.[. - (II, g,, + ,,1,)2 > 0 on the interior of 
d n+l for 16udnS 1, and Dkgn, r,h=Lk- ,B(k,n+ l,k)>O for 1 <k<n. 
Hence K(n + 1) is positive on the interior of D,,+ , and thus JG,+ , 
is nonzero on the interior of D,,, ]. Since G,, + I has a local inverse at 
each interior point of D,,, , , Lemma A applies, and thus G,, + , is a 
homeomorphism. 
A few additional remarks at this point will establish PI + 1.10. In 
Lemma G it is shown that for n = 2, 3, ,,,, 1 < U, ~1 <n, 
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where I(u, n, ti) is positive on d,, and for 1 <k < n, and from Lemma F we 
have that 
4k n, k) = Lk ~I B(k, n, k), 
where B(k, n, k) is positive on d,,. Hence 
JG ,,+,=L,,B(n+l,n+l,n+l)(n-l)! i i i,, ..+,Lc Lk-d 
k + u,, 
x 
[ 
fi B(k,n+l,k) CL,, ,L,,m,I(u,n+l,r;)] 
k=l 1 A f U.,’ 
+[(l/d(n+l,n+l.n+l))l,~,[~,L,~,] 
f(n+l,n+l,v)] 
k f I’ 
where J,, + , > 0 on D,, + , 
Substatement n + 1.4. To show that I,, + , , the region bounded by S,, + , 
and D,,+,, is convex it is sufficient to show that FE+, is concave, i.e., that if 
x=(x ,)...)‘u,,+,),R=(L I)...) Ii,,+,), and each of X, x + fi, and x - 6 is in the 
interior of d, + , , then 
There are points c and C’ between x and x + t$ and x and x - h, respec- 
tively, such that 
n+ 1 ?I + 1 
F,,+,(x+~)=F,,+,(x)+ C ‘;D,f’n+~(x)+ 2 hfD<.iFn+I(C)/2 
i-, I-- I 
n + 1 
+ C hrhjDr.,Fn+ I(C) 
and 
,r+ I n+ I
L+Ax--I;)=&,+,(+ c ~,DJ’n+,W+ 1 &%J’n+,(W2 
,=I i= I II+1 
+ c ‘%D,,,F,,, ,(c’). I<, 
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Using the above we then have that 
F,,+,(x$~)+F,,+,(x-~)-2F,+,(x)=(T,+,(~, cl+ T,+,(-4, c’))/2, 
where 
)I+ I n + I 
Tn+ ,(fi, cl= C h?D,,,Fn+ I(C) +2 C h,fi,D;.jFn+ I(C) 
i= I i<, 
for c, c+fi, and c-/; in the interior of d,,,,. For 1 <i,j<n+ 1, 
D,.iF,, + I = (D,.,F,s+ ,)PF,,+, - (D,Fi+ 1 )(DjF,S+ l)/‘JF,f+ 13 
DiF,s+ ,(x)/2 = g,+ ,.ix) - x,3 
R,,F,f+ ,(x)/2 = D, g,l+ I.,(-x) - 1 
and if i# j. 
D,,F,S+ 112 ID, grit I,,’ 
We now have that 
II+ 1 
L+,(b)F,f+,(4= - 1 ~,(g,,+,,,(+-c,) ‘+F~.+,jc)t,r+,(~rc), 
i= I 1 
where 
n+l 
t,+,(h, c)= - c @(l -D,g .+,.z(c))+2 i h, ni1 @‘,s,,+& 
r=l ,=I ,=#+I 
for each of c, c + h, and c - fi in the interior of d, + 1. 
By Lemma I we have that t,,, ,(fi, c) d -3 -’ I:=‘,’ /$z and thus 
iIf1 n+l 7 
Tn+,(k c)F;+,(46 -CF,f+,(cW”l C & 1 fi,k+,,,(+c,) 
I=1 ,=I 1 
and therefore In+, is convex. 
Notice that we have also established n + 1.9. 
Substatement n + 1.5. If Q is in Y, + r, then there is a unique point X in 
D n + , such that G, + ,(X) = Q. Recall that 
n+l 
G,+,(J’)= 1 g ,I+ dkt I(X)) 9,. 
,=I 
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Let 
h,,+,(X)=x=(x,,...,x,+,), 
x’ = (x’, , . . . . x:, + , ) be a point in d,, + , distinct from x, 
IIt1 
p= c .~;cpi-F,,+,(.*) (P,,+zri= 1 
and 
nt 1 
P’= c .~:cp,-F,,+,(.K’)(P,~+~. 
,=I 
Then 
and 
,I + I 
IIP-QII’= c (g ,I+ ,.,(x1- -K,)’ + F:+ ,(x) 
,-I 
F1 + I 
lip’-,I,‘= 1 (g,+,.,(x)--~:)~+F,~+,(.u!). 
,=I 
Note that for 1 di<n+ 1, 
(K,,+ I.,(X) --\-:)2 = (x,-~~:)'+ 2(x,- dNg,,+ I,,(,~) --xi) 
+ (gn+ I.I(-~) -xi)2? 
and thus we have that 
,I + I 
lip’-Ql12-IIP-Qll*= c I(x,-X:)2+2(x,-x:)(g,l+,.l(x)-,~,)l 
i= I 
+ F,s+ ,@‘I - F,Z+ ,(x1. 
There is a point c between x and x’ such that 
F,2+ ,(.Y’) = F,z+ ,(x) + 1 h;DiF,z+ ](x) 
,=I 
II + 1 
+ 1 hfD;,;F; + ,(c)/2 
,=I 
?1 + 1 
+ 1 @G?,,F~+ ,(c) 
I c , 
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where i?,=x\-xi for 1 <i<n+ 1. Note that for 1 <i<n+ 1: 
ST,+ L,(X) --x, = DF,z+ ,(x)/2, 
and hence we have that 
+ C hih,D,,,FrS+ I(C) 
I</ 
n+ I n+l 
= 1 & c hfC1 -D,s,,+,.,(c)l 
,=I ,=I 
n+ I
$2 C hrh,Dign+ I.,(C) 
10 
,1+ I
= c iif+ t,,, ,(h, c). 
,=I 
Now by Lemma J, t,, + ,(fi, c) + C;=+/ hf > 0 provided each of c, c + fi, and 
c - h are interior to d,, + r. Hence 
Since G,, + , is a homeomorphism, it follows that there is a l-1 correspon- 
dence between Y,,, , and S,,.+ ,
Substatement n + 1.6. If W is in E,;+ z and W is not in I,,+, , then W 
has a unique nearest point in S, + r. If W is in I,, + , , then there is a point Q 
in Y,+, and a point P in S,,+ , such that P is the unique nearest point in 
s II + 1 to Q and W is in [Q, P]. Let C be the ball centered at W with radius 
11 W- PII. If C contains a point of S,, + 1 distinct from P, then such a point 
would be closer to Q than P is to Q, which is a contradiction; hence P is 
the unique nearest point in S,, + , to W. 
Substatement n + 1.7. Clearly S, c S,, + , . 
Substatement n + 1.9. This argument is contained in the argument for 
substatement n + 1.4. 
Substatement n + 1.10. This argument is contained in the argument for 
substatement n + 1.3. 
3 
LEMMA A. Suppose K is a closed, bounded, and convex subset of E,,, that 
has an interior point. Let f be a continuous function jiom K into E,, such that 
f ‘restricted to the boundary of K is reversible and each interior point ef K is 
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contained in an open subset of K such that f restricted to this open subset is a 
homeomorphism, i.e., ,f has a local inverse at each interior point. Then J‘is u 
homeomorphism. 
Proof Since the boundary of K is homeomorphic to s” ’ andj; when 
restricted to the boundary of K, is a homeomorphism, it follows that the 
image of the boundary of K separates E,. Hence the image of the boundary 
of K does not intersect the image of the interior of K. Let L be the set to 
which x belongs only in case x is in K and there is a point J‘ in K, distinct 
from x, such thatf(x) =.f(~i). It is clear that L is closed and hence compact 
and also that L contains no point of the boundary of K. There is a point p 
in the boundary of K and a point q in L such that lip - 411 is the distance 
from L to the boundary of K. Let q’ be a point in L distinct from q such 
thatf(q’) =f(q). Let R and R’ be two circular regions centered at q and q’, 
respectively, such that the sum of their radii is less than 114 - q’l//3, and f 
restricted to each of R and R’ is a homeomorphism. Since f(q) =,f(q’), it 
follows that ,I’( R) n .f( R’) exists and thus each point of R that has an image 
in,f( R’) is also in L. Thus there is a point .Y in the open interval (q, p) that 
must belong to L, and therefore is closer to p than q is to p, which is a 
contradiction. Hence no two points of K have the same image underfand 
thus ,f is a homeomorphism on K. 
LEMMA B. [f‘x is in d,, then 
0 d L,(x) d (3/2)‘, 
W4 d (3/2), 
and (f 0 < A , < (2/3)*, then 
1 du,(x)b2. 
Moreover, lf‘,for each positive integer n, 
O<A ,1 + , d (213 )*n 1, 
then for m = 1, 2, nnd .x = (x , , . . . . x,,, + , ) is in d,, + , 
O~-L,+1 (x) d (3/2)2”’ I, 
Fil+ ,(x) < (3/2)‘“- ‘, 
and 1 <LE,+~(x)<~. 
The proof is a straightforward induction argument and omitted here. 
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LEMMA C. If n is a positive integer and t is a positive integer not 
exceeding n, then D,L, = L:/‘, B(n, t), where B(n, t) is bounded on d,. 
Proof: We shall use the following notation: 
L n+I=a,F,Z+(a,-l)F,x,,+,-.~;:+,. 
Then D,L,=(~-~x,)=L~‘~B(~, l), and 
D,L,=A,(D,L,)F:+~~,(D,F:/~)+A,(D,L,)P,x, 
+ (a, - 1 MD, F?12N-dFj) 
D,L,= L$‘B(I, 2), 
and finally 
D2Lz=(a,-l)F,-2x, 
=F,C(a, - 1)-2(x,lF,)l 
= L:‘*[(a, - 1) - 2(x,/F,)](2/3)“2 
D,L, = L;“B(2, 2). 
Suppose now that n is a positive integer such that if 1 < 16 n and 
1 < t < I, then D,L,= L,lpl B(I, t) where B(I, t) is bounded on d,. 
Consider now 
D -L+, ?1 + I =F,C(a,,- 1)-2(h+JFJl 
= Lf,‘*B(n + 1, n + 1) 
and B(n+ l,n+ 1) is bounded on d,,+l. 
Suppose that 1 < t < n + 1, then 
D,L+ 1 = A,(DJ,) F,? + 2a,,(D,L,Ma,,- I + 1) 
- 2a,-LA,, l(DrL- ,)/(a,-, + 1)’ 
+ An(D,L,,) F,rx,,+ I 
+ (an - 1 )b,,+ I lFn)C(D,L)l(an- , + 1) 
-LnA. -1 (DA, lY(a,, I + 1 )“I 
= V*, C&n, t)C4a,, - 2 + 3(a,, - 1 N,y,, + ,IF,,)IIC~,- , + 11 
~ B(n - 1, t)L’a,, + (a,, - 1 M-Y, + l/F,,) A,-, L,,lj[a,,+, + 11’1 
=L::f,B(n+ 1, t). 
,...I ., 4 i 
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where it is to be understood that 
B(i,j)=O if i<j. 
LEMMA D. If n is a positive integer and 1 <k < ~1, then 
g,,,, - xk = -&j2 , &n, k), 
where B(n, k) is bounded on d,. 
ProoJ If n is a positive integer and 1 < kdn, then 
K,,~ - xk = Dk F,2/2. 
If k < n, then 
Dk6t/2= [DkL,-L,,A,, ,Dk-L ,/(a,, , + 1)1/t% , + 1) 
= L~J? , B(n, k), 
where B(n, k) is bounded on d,,. If k = n, then a similar argument applies. 
LEMMA E. If n is a positive integer and 1 6 i < k 6 n then D,,, L, is boun- 
ded on d,, and Dj g,,,, = L,!:‘, LA? , B( i, n, k), where B( i, n, k) is bounded 
on d,,. 
Proof: 
D, g2.z = A,(D,L)F,(l +xzlF,)l(a, + 1) 
+~~Ll(DlF?2)IF,(a, + 1) 
pA:L,(F, +x,)(D, L,)/(a, + 1)2 
=Li!‘[.4,(DIL,)(1 +x2/F,)(2/3)“2/(a, + I) 
+~,(3/2P~k,,, --y,)l(a, + 1) 
- A:L112(F, + x,)(D, L,)/(a, + 1 )‘I 
= Z,;‘2L;i2B( 1, 2, 2), 
where B( 1, 2, 2) is bounded on d?. Note that L, = 1, 
D,,,L, = D,(D2L) 
=A,(D,L,)C(W)F,l 
which is bounded on d,. 
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Suppose now that n is a positive integer such that if 1 < 16 n and 1 6 i < 
k d I, then Dj g,., - L,‘f,LpT ,B(i, I, k), where B(i, I, k) is bounded on d,, 
and D,,kL, is bounded on d,. 
Suppose l<i<k<n+l,thenifk<n+l,wehavethat 
D,g nt I,k = A.(D,,,L) 2L,((l +x,+ ,IFn)l(~,, + 1 )‘)/(a,- , + 1) 
+AnV’,L)(l +-x,1+1 /~n)(D,~,2/2Ma,, + 1)’ 
- 2A3D,L)((F,, + -xn+ IMa,, + 1 ))‘(D;LM~, + 1) 
+ (D, gn,k)P,, + (a,, - 1) -y,, + JF,,h’(~,, + 1) 
+ (gn,k - QKA,,(D~LU + xnt ,/F,)l(a,, + 1) 
- ~J,*(x,,+ 1 l~,)(D,W)IK3~, + 1) 
- A,,(~Q,, + (0, - 1 )(xn+ ,lF,,ND,L)l(~, + 1 )‘I. 
If t is a positive integer, then 
L r+,=L,2Ca,+(a,-l)(x,+, /F,) - t-x,+ ,IF,J21/(a,-, + 1) 
=L,A’(f- 1) 
and hence if 1 6 s 6 t, 
from which it follows that for 0 < i -- 1 < n, 
LA’” = Lfr2, A(n, i). 
Therefore, 
where B( i, n + 1, k) is bounded on d,, + I. 
A similar argument holds in the case k = n + 1. 
Consider now D,,k L,, , , i.e., 
D,,kL,+I=(Dign+-,k)(U,+l)+‘,,D,L,(g,+~,,-xk) 
+ (F:+ A’) A,(D,.kL) + A.DkL,,(g,t+ I., - xz) 
which is bounded on d,, , 
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LEMMA F. There is a positive number sequence A,, A,, . . such that for 
every positive integer n, 
there is a number B, > 0 such that for 1 < t <n, 
lD,.,Ll 6 B, 
and 
D, g,,,, = L, I B(t, n, t), 
where B( t, n, t) is positive and bounded on d,, 
Proof: First D, g,,, = f, D,.,L,= -2, lD,,,L,l<B,=2, and D,g,,,= 
L, B( 1, 1, 1) on d, . Suppose now that A,, . . . . A,, , have been chosen such 
that for ldl<n, O<D,g,,,<~~_,(~)’ on d,. Consider now D,gn+ ,,,. 
Straightforward calculations yield 
D,g ,,+1,~=(2/(a,,+l))D,g,,.,+A,,D(1,n+l, 11, 
where D(l,n+l,l)is boundedond,,,,. 
Hence there is an A,, > 0 such that 
(‘Ma,, + 1)) D, g,,.I - A,, ID(l, n + 1. 1 )I > D, x,,,J(a,, + 1) > 0 
Therefore if A,, > A,, > 0, then D, g,, ., ,,, > 0 on d,,, , ; moreover, 
D, g,, , 1.1 d (Ma,, + 1)) D, g,,, + A, lD(l, n + 1, 1 )I 
dD,g,,., +A, ID(l,n+ 1, 111. 
There is A=,, > 0 such that A=,, ID( 1, n + 1, I ) < (4)” ’ ’ and hence 
D,g,,,,+~,,ID(l,n+l, I)/< f (+)‘+(f)“+‘. 
r=l 
Thus we have that on d,, + , , 
O<D, gn+l.l < 1 ($I’> 
,=-I 
provided 0 < A,, d mini A,,, A=,, )-. 
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Let us now turn to the second part of the lemma. Notice first that 
4 gx, = L,(A,I(u,+l))=L,B(2,2,2), 
where A ,/(ar + 1) is positive on d,. 
Suppose that A,, A,, . . . . A,, have been chosen such that if 2 6 t < 16 n 
then there is a number B, and a function B(t, /, t) such that lD,,,L,l d B, on 
ct, and D, g,,, = L,. , B(t, 1, t), where B(t, 1, t) is positive and bounded on d,. 
Suppose now that 2 d t <n + 1 and consider D, g, + ,,,. There is one 
special case, namely when t = n + 1, where D,,+ , g,,, ,.,z +, = L,,A,,/ 
(a,,+l)=L,,B(n+l,n+l,n+l). It is clear that B(n+l,n+I,n+I) is 
positive on d,, , . 
Consider now the remaining cases, i.e., 2 d t d n. Straightforward 
calculations yield 
D,g ,l+l,r= Ma,,+ 1)) D,g,,,,+A,LID(t~ n+ 1, t), 
where D( t, n + 1, t ) is bounded on d,, + , Thus we have that 
D,g ,z+ ,,, = Ma,, + 1 )I L I 4~ n, t) + A,L, lD(t, n + 1, t) 
=L,~,C(2/(~,,+1))B(t,n,t)+A,,D(f,n+l,t)l, 
where B( t, n, t) is positive on d,. 
Choose A=,, > 0 such that 
E 
B(t,n,t)+A,ID(t,n+l,t)I>O on A+, 
Then if z,, > A,, > 0, 
and thus 
D,g ,,+ I,l =L,-, B(t, n + 1, t), 
where B(r, n + 1, t) is bounded and positive on d,, + , . 
Hence select 0 < A, < min { A,, , A=,,, z,,}. A straightforward computation 
shows that there is a positive number B,,+ , such that ID,,,l,,+ ,I < B,, + , for 
1 <tdn+l on d,. 
Notice that if t # n + 1, then as A,, decreases, B(t, n + 1, t) increases. 
LEMMA G. If 1 <u < u < n, then there is a number A,, > 0 such that if 
2, > A, > 0, then D, g,,,D,, g,,,. - (D, g,,?)’ = L, , L,.- , I(u, n, v), where 
/(u, n, v) is positive on d,,. 
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Proof: For 1 <u<u<n+ 1, 
and 
Dug,,+ I.1 = (2/t% + 1)) D,g,,,, + A,,D(u, n + 1, u). 
Therefore, 
(Du g,, + ,.J,. g,, + 1.1. - (D,, g,, + 1.1, ’ 
= (Na,, + 1 ))‘CD, g,,,,D,. ,‘:,y (D,, g,J21 
+A,,CW(a,,+ l))CD,,g,,.uD(v.n+ l,v)+D,.g,,,D(u,n+ 1. u) 
+A,,D(u,n+ 1, u)D(c,n+ I, 11) 
-A,,D’(u,n+l,v)-(4/(a,,+l))D,g,,,,D(u,n+l,v)]. 
Notice that 
D(u,n+l,u)=L,, IB(u,n+l,u) 
and 
Therefore, 
Dug n + ,.uD,, g,, + 1.1. - (D,, g,, + d2 
= (2/(a,, + I)? L,- , L,, , l(u, n, u) 
+ A,,&, ,L, [(Mu,, + 1 ))[B(u, n + 1, u) B(tl, n + 1, 4 
+ B(L’, n, c) B(u, n + 1, U)] 
+A,,[B(u,n+l,u)B(u,n+l,v) 
- B’(u, n + 1, U) - (4/(u, + 1)) B(u, n, U) B(u, n + 1, v) 
=L,,-,L,, ~1 C(V(a, + 1 )J2 44 % u) 
+ A.C(u, n + 1, tl)], 
where C(u, II + 1, v) is bounded on u’,, + , . 
Hence choose A,, > 0 such that 
I(u, n, u) + A,, IC(u, n + 1, u)l > 0 on A+ ,. 
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Therefore if ?i, > A,, > 0, then 
Dl4g n+,.uD~gn+,,,,-(Dugn+,.~)*=Lu~,L1~,l(~,n+l,v) 
if A,, > A,, > 0. 
LEMMA H. Zf 1 6 s < t 6 n, then 
D, gn., = [(a,, + lIPI i A , , D(s, 1, t) fi [&‘(a,. + 1 )I. 
/=r r=/ 
Pro@ Proof follows by simple induction using 
D., g,,., = L’/(Q,, I + 1)l D.,g,z-,,,+A,,- ,D(.cn> t). 
LEMMA I. There is u positive number sequence {A, \i ,==, such that if n is 
an integer greater than 2 and c is in the interior of d,, then 
-t,,(h,c)= i hf[l -D,g,,,,(c)]-2”i’ i I;;&D,g,&) 
I=11 I=1 ,=it I 
ProqJ: Suppose that c is in the interior of dz, then 
-t& c) = i &2+&a, + 1 - 20, g,,, 
,=l 
-2A,(a,+l)D(l,Z l)l/C2(a,+l)l 
+&~,+l-A,L,]/[2(a,+1)]-2fi,fi~[A,D(1.2,2)] 
3(1/3) i: &+&[$+A&+2(a,+l)D(1,2,1)]/[2(a+l)] 
,=I 
+fi:C2-A,L,]/[2(a,+1)]-2h,I;,[A,D(1,2,2)]. 
Let us require that A, be chosen such that 
(1) $+A,[L,-2(a,+l)D(1,2,1)>~and 
(2) [2-A,L,]>$ on d,, then 
-t&~)>(4) 2 ~~+[h~-2~,~,A,[4(a,+l)D(1,2,2)j 
,= 1 
+ I;:A:C4(a, + 1) B(1,2,2)]*]/[4(a, + 1 )I. 
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Let us now, in addition, require that A, be chosen such that 
1 - 16Af(a, + 1)2 D’(l, 2, 2)>0 on d?, 
from which it follows that 
-t&, C)>+ i hf. 
,=I 
Suppose now that A,, A,, . . . . A, have been chosen such that if 2 d m <n 
and c is the interior of d,, then 
t,(h, c) 2 (f,“‘-- ’ f hf. 
,= I 
Consider now c in the interior of d,, + , , then 
= f ‘? - 12/(u,, + 1 )I i hfD,g,,,, 
- [2/(u,, + I )] 2 “XI i hihiD, gn,, 
i=l ,=-I$ I 
-2A,“x’ i &,$D(i,n+l,j) 
,=I ,=r+l 
4,,+, i h&g,,+,.,,+ I 
= [2/(a,+ 1)] i & i hfDig,,, 
,=I >=I 
-Znz’ i h,hjD,g,,, 
r=l ,=,+I -1 
+[I-2/(a,+l)] i @+h;?,+,[l-A,L,/(u,+l)] 
,=I 
A,, i hfD(i, n + 1, i) - 2A, “1’ i hihjD(i, n + 1, j) 
2/i,,+, i A,h,D(i,n+ 1,n-t 1). 
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+~f,+,CY(~,+ 1)1-A,, C hfD(i, n+ 1, i) 
i= 1 
-2A, i ‘I$ h;h,D(i, n + 1, j) 
i=l /=r+l 
ntl 
>2(3 “) 1 i;f+ i hf[A,,[L,,/(a,,+ 1)-D(i,n+ 1, i)]] 
-2A, i “i’ &,/?,D(i,n+l,j) 
,=I ,=‘+I 
+A,,[L/(a,,+ 1)-W&n+ 1, 41) 
,I + I
+4(f)” c /it-2A,, i “f i,&,D(i, n + 1, j). 
,=l ,=I ,=r+l 
Let us now require that A,, be chosen such that 
t(t)“+A,[L,,/(u,,+l)--(i,n+l,i)]>O 
for l<i<n on d,,+,, then 
,I+ 1 
-t,,+,(h, C)>(y c I;;+ [:(+,‘q c I;f 
,=I i 
,I + I 
,=I 
-2A,, i “f h,hj[2(3”) D(i, n + 1, j)] 
r=l,=,+l 
,I+ I 
>(f)” c hf+ [gf)“] i “i1 [(l/n)@ 
r=l i ;=I J=l+l 
-2h,h,A,[2(3”) D(i, n + 1, j)]] 
,1+ I 
+gy c (i-l)& 
,=2 
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rrt I 
3 (4,” c hf + [g:,“] 
,= I 
x i “2’ (l/n)[C;, - 2nA,,3”D(i, n + 1, j) A,]’ 
,=I /=,+I 
Hi I I~ 1 
+ [f(f)“] 1 &[(i- 1)/n-Af, c 4n3’“D2(j, n+ 1, i)]. 
i-2 ,=I 
Let us now require that for 2 < i < n + 1, 
(i-1)/n-Af, c 4n3”YP(j,n+l,i)>O on 4, I3 
i-1 
from which it follows that 
I,+ I 
4,,+,(L,C)>3 n c Is;, 
,=I 
LEMMA J. There is II positiw number sequence {A, } ,‘= , such that if n Is 
an integer greuter than 2 and c is in the intrrior of d,,, then 
Proqf: For each integer n > 2, let 
z,,(ts, c) = t,,(h. c) + i /if 
,=-I 
= f @D,g ,,,, + 2 “z’ i &/i,D;g ,,,,. 
i-1 I=, ,-!+I 
Suppose c is in the interior of dz, then 
di c)=h:D, g,,, +h:Dzgz,z+2h,h,D, g2.2 
= hfC&‘(a, + 1 )I D, g,,, + fi:CA,L,l(a, + 1 )I 
+&A,D(l,2, 1)]+2h,h,[A,D(1,2,2)] 
and hence 
(a,+l)z,(fi,c)=$~+A,L,h~+A,[(a,+l)D(1,2, l)hf 
+2@,(a,+l)D(1,2,2)] 
=4[h^:+A,L,fi:]+$&[1/2+6A,(a,+l)D(1,2, l)] 
+&[@+6A,L,&+2A,/;,~,12(a,+l)D(1,2,2)] 
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Let us require that A, be chosen such that 
4+6A,(a,+l)D(1,2, l)>O on d,; 
then 
(U,+l)Z*(~,C)~.[~:+A,L,~~] 
+~[~,+12A,(a,+1)D(1,2,2)~2]2 
+i15[6L,-A,[12(a,+1)D(1,2,2)]2]A,4. 
Recall that D( 1,2,2) = I~:‘~B( 1,2,2), and hence 
6L,-A,[l2(~,+1)B(1,2,2)]~=L,[6-A,[12(a,+1)B(1,2,2)]~], 
from which it follows that if A, is chosen such that 
66.4,[12(~,+l)B(1,2,2)]~>0 
then 
and thus 
^ 
z2(h, c) 3 ;(+,[h: + A, L, r;;] on the interior of d,. 
Suppose now that A,, . . . . A,, have been chosen such that if 2 dm Gn, 
then 
for c in the interior of d,,. 
Consider now c in the interior of d,, r; then 
+ [2/(a,, + l)] i h;Dig,,i+ A, 2 @D(i, n + 1, i) 
,=l ,=I 
n ~ I ,1 
+2C2/(%+ 1)l c 1 ~~Q,g,,, 
z=l ,:r+l 
+ 2A, “1’ i hih,D(i, n + 1, j) 
r-l ,=,+I 
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and hence 
+A,, i &a,,+ 1) D(i, n+ I, i) 
i 1 
f2A,, jy y’ fi,fi,(a,,+l)D(i,n+l,j) 
1-I ,=,-Cl 
+t($Y ’ 1 A, IL,-,p 
,=I 
+A,, i Lf(a,,+l)D(i,n+l,i) 
r--l 
+2A,, jJ “i’ ~,i;,(u,+l)D(i.n+l,.i) 
,=I ,=-i+, 
,I + I 
,=I 
+ A,,(u, + 1) D(i, n + 1, i)] 
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+2A,, f “f L,L,(a,,+ 1) D(i, n + 1,j). 
,=I ,=,+I 
Let us require that A,, be chosen such that for 1 d i 6 n. 
;(+,‘I-’ A, ~, +A,,(a,,+l)B(i,n+I,i)>O on d,,+,, 
where D(i, n + 1, i) = L,B(i, n + 1, i), then 
+2A,, i “i’ h,fij(i)(t)” ‘(a,,+ l)D(i,n+ 1, 
1-I ,=,+ I 
Following in a manner very similar to that of the proof of Lemma 
can be chosen such that 
i) 
i 
L A,, 
+ U,, i “ii h,hj(#)” ‘(a,, + I ) D(i, n + 1, j) 
r=l ,=,+I 
on d,,+,, and hence 
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